In United States, IEEE, DARPA, industries and universities established High-Assurance Systems Engineering Symposium (HASE). The seventh HASE symposium was held in Tokyo last year. The HASE symposium discusses various assurance technologies, while the scope of the ADSN workshop focuses on assurance technologies in distributed systems and networks. As a result of comprehensive reviews and enthusiastic discussions in the Program Committee, we selected 13 high quality technical papers. We hope many researchers and engineers will participate in the ADSN2003 and enjoy discussions and interactions, which are sure to be promoted by the beautiful scenery in Providence. The IEICE/IEEE joint special issue on assurance systems and networks will be published in the IEICE Transactions on Communications and Transactions on Information and Systems in October 2003, in which some extended papers from the HASE2002 and ADSN2003 will appear.
